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Every year over 1.2 million people from around the world travel to Malta and nearly every one of

them is charmed by the islands historic and cultural ambiance. This book however, is not any kind of

tourist guide to the Maltese archipelago. Rather, it has been written in mind of the hundreds of

people from Britain especially, whom holiday to to Malta every year and become drunk on the idea

of year round sunshine and the islands perceived affordability to the extent that they decide to

relocate. For what many people whom do relocate often discover, is that life on Malta is far from the

idyllic Arcadia which they first supposed. Indeed, for expatriates from around the world, Malta

represents discriminatory water and electricity price tariffs, racism, faux piety, and a place where

they they will often find themselves cheated by what in many cases seems to be a culturally

ingrained corruption.This book has therefore been written so as to draw attention to Maltese social

norms and values, ones which often oppose what many might consider civilised. Further, it will

suggest with an honest analysis of Malta's 2015 housing market that the country might not be the

best place in the world in which to invest in property. Rather however, than attempt to dissuade

anyone from relocating or retiring to the islands, this book will simply outline daily life on the islands

on as it really is basis and suggest that maybe one tests out life on Malta for a year or two before

deciding to move here permanently.
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If you can make it through the run on sentences, misspellings, and confusing sentence structure,

you may actually find some ideas that will be useful. I would recommend other books except that

there are very many. This book was better than nothing.

So nice to get a critically honest and yet sympathetic guide. Very helpful and a quick read. Raises

important angles. Wish more country guides were written this way.

This "book" is unreadable. I've never seen so many run-on sentences, terrible punctuation mistakes,

and overall terrible, awkward wording. Perhaps if the author had paid a proofreader to improve the

book, it would be passable. As it is, it's unreadable and I requested a refund immediately. How does

material like this get published? It might have been a mildly informative book, but it's not worth

trudging through as it stands.

Good frank discussion of the real estate market and valid points of whether buy or rent. Also

discussion of foreigner acceptance by natives.

My husband and I are praying about going to Malta as full time missionaries this book enlightened

us on navigating Malta landlords and government.
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